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Federal $$$ Funding
Antisemitism at UCLA

A

Special to the Valley Voice

s Congress begins to reauthorize the Higher Education Act (HEA),
leading organizations focused on education policy, the Jewish
community and civil rights cite an AMCHA Initiative study as
primary evidence that the law is not working and needs to be rewritten.
The 10 organizations, which include Accuracy in Academia, The
Louis D. Brandeis Center for Human Rights Under Law, Scholars for
Peace in the Middle East, Simon Wiesenthal Center and the Union of
Orthodox Jewish Congregations, sent the AMCHA Initiative study to
the leaders of the House Education and Workforce Committee and
Senate Health, Education, Labor and Pensions Committee.
“AMCHA Initiative issued a report chronicling the public outreach
activities of UCLA’s Center for Near East Studies,” wrote the groups in
their joint statement to Education Committee members. The statement
cites the results of AMCHA’s report as significant evidence that “Middle
East centers funded under Title VI have failed to comply with federal
law, by using taxpayer dollars to present biased, anti-American, antiIsrael views in their outreach programs.”
The Antisemitic Activity and Anti-Israel Bias at the Center for Near East
Studies, University of California at Los Angeles 2010 – 2013 Report tracks
antisemitic discourse and anti-Israel bias in public events sponsored by
UCLA’s Center for Near East Studies (CNES) over a three-year period,
from 2010 – 2013. It concludes that CNES events disproportionately
focused on Israel and the Israeli-Arab conflict, with 93% of events on Israel
being anti-Israel, and 75% displaying antisemitic discourse.
During that same period, CNES received $1.5 million from the
Department of Education under Title VI. Title VI of HEA provides
grants to American universities to establish, strengthen and operate
language and international studies centers. Recipients of Title VI
funding must demonstrate that activities reflect “diverse perspectives
and a wide range of views.”
“What our report found was that Federal funds are being used by a
top-tier public university to promote one-sided, antisemitic programming
that masquerades as scholarship. That is absolutely appalling,” said
Tammi Rossman-Benjamin, AMCHA co-founder and a University of
California faculty member.
“CNES is promoting a one-sided, anti-Israel and antisemitic bias to
impressionable students. This completely distorts UCLA’s scholarly and
educational mission and is a violation of the Higher Education Act,” said
Leila Beckwith, AMCHA Initiative cofounder and a UCLA emeritus
professor.
Methods
AMCHA Initiative investigated all public events pertaining to Israel,
utilizing a systematic definition of antisemitic activity that included 10
categories of antisemitic behavior or discourse, with 8 of the categories
culled from the U.S. State Department’s definition of antisemitism. The
events were also examined for anti-Israel bias, defined as pervasive
criticism of Israeli government policies, society and/or people. In
addition, AMCHA noted the total number of public events sponsored by
(Continued on page 8)
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In Politics: No Such Thing as
a Public Servant
W
By Clinton Galloway

hy do we continue to call elected officials “public servants” when in fact most of us are fully aware
that they do not serve us at all? The fact that they are elected officials does not make them our
servants. A servant is one who looks out for the best interests of those he has pledged to serve.
This is clearly not the case as we examine the elected officials that are representing us.
What we actually have are “contributor servants” because that is who the elected officials
are serving. Any benefit that somehow accrues to the general public is generally by accident or an
unavoidable result of their actions. Contributions given by organizations, which cannot vote, are
given with the expectation of some benefit.
The fact is that we all serve those who pay us. As a worker it is your job to keep your boss happy because
he is the one who controls your check. As a professional it is my job to keep my clients happy because they are
the ones who pay me. As a professional I am given a certain degree of latitude because they pay for my advice.
When the media says that someone is a servant you get the impression that they are like a household
servant who is there to serve the family. Politicians are always talking about how they love to serve the
public. They go from office to office on a local, state and national level in order to continue the wellpaid jobs for which no true ability is really necessary. Nice salaries and lucrative pension plans are only
part of the rewards. The ability to spend non-taxable campaign contributions on themselves is another
perk of the government gravy train.
The word service is a unjustified misnomer in the case of those elected and sworn to serve the best
interests of the general public.. The word gives you unjustified confidence that those serving will really
be protecting the best interests of those they are sworn to serve, the public.
*
*
*
A servant may not serve two masters. While the saying may be biblical in its origin, in common law it
is known as a conflict of interest. It would be hard to believe that a lawyer could adequately represent both
parties in a legal dispute. It is similarly difficult to believe the politicians can serve the contributor base of
corporations and special interests and serve the best interests of the general public at the same time. These
interests are often mutually exclusive.
Corporations expect to receive tangible benefits for the contributions they make to elected officials
campaigns. Why should the general public not expect tangible benefits in exchange for the votes they cast?
In order to maximize the benefit of your vote you must use it. Smaller percentages of the population
are casting votes each year. You cannot stay at home and expect the government and democracy will take
care of themselves. You must start voting for candidates and not simply for political parties. You must
begin to vote you best interest of an honest government.
Instead of evaluating elected officials upon their actions we evaluate them based upon reports we
receive from the media. The media’s best interests are not served by providing clear and unbiased truth to
the general public. The same media receive billions of dollars from the political campaigns of the elected
officials. Thousands of laws are passed each year that we know little or nothing about. You can believe that
some lobbyist knows every detail of the law, even if your elected official does not.
Perhaps we should look at the candidate who receives the most money from nonvoting entities and
those persons who do not live within the district that is represented by the elected official. That elected
official is the one least protective of the general public’s best interest.
The candidate who receives the most money has the highest obligation to the corporate
membership which purchased him during the election cycle. During his entire term in office and in order
to retain his office in the future he must provide services that are commensurate with the compensation he
has received from those corporations and other non-voting entities, including unions.
The public servant is a fictional character developed by media anxious to explain the fiduciary
relationship that is supposed to exist between elected officials and the general public. While indeed elected
officials are supposed to be public servants they are in fact anything but.
(This is another installment in an ongoing CityWatch series on power, influence and corruption in government …
Corruption Watch. Galloway is a CityWatch contributor.)
- CityWatch
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Granada Hills Charter
High School Annual
College/Career Fair
October 18

G

ranada Hills Charter High School will host its annual College/Career Fair on
Saturday, October 18th from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m.  
There will be 125 + colleges from across the country including all of the
schools from the California State and California University systems.
CONNECT 2014 will feature a free lunch of hot dogs, attendance drawings,
and the following: a Community Blood Drive in the GHCHS large gym, College and
Career Workshops in the GHCHS small gym and a Middle and High School Essay
Contest at 11:30 a.m. in the health room (near the small gym). One middle school
winner will win one $100.00 scholarship. Four high school winners will each win one
$100.00 scholarship.
Other confirmed colleges as of September 15, include Academy of Art
University, American Jewish University, Azusa Pacific University, Biola University,
California Institute of the Arts, California Lutheran University, Calvin College,
Carleton College, Casa Loma College, College of the Canyons, Colorado Mesa
University, Concordia University Irvine, Cornell University, Dominican University
of California, Evergreen State College, FIDM, Harvey Mudd College, Hawaii
Pacific University, High Point University, Holy Names University, Humboldt State
University, Kenyon College, LA Mission College, Lake Forest College, Lasell College,
Lawrence University ,Marymount California University, Massachusetts College
of PHS (MCPHS), Menlo College, Mercer University, Michigan State University,
Missouri University of Science and Technology, Moorpark College, Mount St.
Mary’s College, Mt. Sierra College, Naropa University, National University, Otis
College of Art and Design, Pacific University Oregon, Rhodes College, Rochester
Institute of Technology, Saint Mary’s College (Notre Dame, IN),Santa Monica
College, Shimer College, Simmons College, Southern New Hampshire University,
SUNY Alfred State, Swarthmore College, Syracuse University, Texas Tech University,
University of Alabama, University of Alaska – Anchorage, University of Arkansas,
University of Delaware, University of Florida, University of Hawaii at Manoa,
University of Kansas, University of Maine, University of Massachusetts Amherst,
University of Massachusetts Lowell, University of Minnesota, University of Nevada
– Reno, University of New Mexico, University of Notre Dame, University of San
Diego, University of South Carolina, University of Southern California, University
of Tampa, University of the Pacific, Vanderbilt University, Western Washington
University, Westmont College, Whitman College, Whittier College, and Woodbury
University.
The college/career booths will be located south of the large gym. All are welcome
to attend and admission is free.  For more information, go to www.ghchs.com.

A

Introducing

“Vivity”

nthem Blue Cross and seven hospital systems announced a partnership to provide
affordable health care to residents in Los Angeles and Orange counties.
Joining Anthem, the state’s largest for-profit health insurer and a unit of WellPoint
Inc., are rivals Cedars-Sinai Medical Center, the UCLA Health System, MemorialCare
Health System, Good Samaritan Hospital, Huntington Memorial Hospital, Torrance
Memorial Medical Center and PIH Health.
The participants are taking aim at HMO giant Kaiser Permanente, and the deal
reflects the pressure insurers and hospitals alike are facing to hold down healthcare costs
for employers and their workers, the Los Angeles Times reported.
The California Public Employees’ Retirement System - a giant pension fund and
the nation’s second-largest healthcare buyer - has already signed on as the first major
customer in the Southland, starting Jan. 1, according to The Times.
The new Vivity HMO will include, in addition to its hospitals, all of their affiliated
physicians offices, surgery centers, clinics and other outpatient facilities.
“We will have a price point similar to Kaiser or better,” Barry Arbuckle, chief executive
of MemorialCare, which runs Long Beach Memorial and five other area hospitals, told
The Times ahead of this morning’s announcement at the Westin LAX hotel. “This is the
next major step for managed care.”
The seven hospital partners and Anthem will share in any profits and losses from this
joint venture, according to The Times.

Granada Hills Charter High School
Semifinalists Named in the 2015
National Merit Scholarship Competition

T

his year, four (4) Granada Hills Charter students were announced as
Semifinalists by officials of National Merit Scholarship Corporation
(NMSC) in the 60th annual National Merit Scholarship Program. These
academically talented high school seniors have an opportunity to continue in the
competition for some 7,600 National Merit Scholarships worth more than $33
million that will be offered next spring.
The following GHCHS seniors are Semifinalists in the 2015 National Merit
Scholarship Competition: Alyssa Chiang, Marika Fox, Hyunk Yu Lee and
Kunwoo Park.
In addition, 34 other Granada Hills Charter students received recognition in
the 2015 National Merit Scholarship Competition. To be considered for a Merit
Scholarship® award, Semifinalists must fulfill several requirements to advance
to the Finalist level of the competition. About 90 percent of the Semifinalists are
expected to attain Finalist standing, and more than half of the Finalists will win
a National Merit Scholarship, earning the Merit Scholar® title.
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To Learn More About TOU, Call Your
Account Manager, Visit on.sce.com/touag,
Or Call Us At 1-866-743-1645
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And Assist the SF Valley

Garcetti, City Council: Best
An Idea that Could Help the DWP Advertisement for the Move East
Recover Some of the Lost Love
By Jack Humphreville

By Howard Cohen

T

he Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, arguably the most reviled public utility
in the nation, evokes anger and frustration among the millions of ratepayers in Los
Angeles, and for very good reasons. The DWP is full of incompetence and errors unlike
any other. Even Mayor Eric Garcetti said during his first State of the City address that there
would not be any DWP rate hikes this year because the department has not earned the trust
and credibility of customers.
How incompetent? DWP computer professionals installed a new billing system and
the resulting chaos included customers receiving erroneous bills, checking accounts debited
gross amounts and in some cases---water and power turned off. Even associated entities,
such as the two DWP non-profits have squandered millions in funds. Thus far, $40 million
remains unaccounted for and the person responsible has ignored elected city leaders’ pleas
to open the books for independent auditing.
Moreover, the stench remains from last year’s mayoral campaign in which the union
that represents the vast majority of DWP employees spent millions funding the campaign of
one candidate via an Independent Expenditure (I.E.).
Additionally, there have been incidents reported where many people have had to endure
the lack of electricity for days after a natural disaster like an earthquake−or a “wind” event.
Meanwhile, their neighbors across the street have their power restored in hours.
While there is no such thing as a so-called magic bullet that can help the DWP regain
some customer satisfaction, there is an avenue that would benefit ratepayers and in turn
make a dent in the visceral disdain they have for this public utility.
				
*		
*		
*
It’s called a Level Pay plan. In various iterations, it would allow business and residential
customers to receive monthly bills based on their average water and electricity usage of the
prior six or 12 months. Southern California Gas Company offers customers this option, and
public utility SMUD (Sacramento Municipal Utility District) offers a reasonable facsimile
called “Budget Billing.”
The DWP would begin by taking a look at a customer’s prior six or 12-month water and
electricity usage and deduce a monthly average. Once the average usage is determined, the
bill for the next six months would have a floor−and a ceiling. Of course as usage increases, so
will the average. But there will no longer be any more bills going up and down like a roller
coaster. That’s why it is called a level pay plan.
Some utilities such as Southern California Edison offer a version of a Level Pay plan
that is a bit different. By Month 12, customer statements will show if usage has been lower
than the average for the previous 11 months and then a credit will appear. If usage has been
higher than the average, the user will pay a bit more.
Commercial and residential customers familiar with spiking DWP bills rocketing
skyward as a result of rising temperatures will no longer open their bill, utter an expletive
and question how they will pay it. Businesses contemplating capital outlays and expenditures
will have the benefit of knowing they will not be getting hit with an enormous bill just as they
contemplate spending money to improve their infrastructure, hire more workers, or invest
in technology that will enable them to serve their customers in a more efficient way. Families
(especially in the San Fernando Valley) enjoying summer vacations will not come home to
ponder how they will pay for both the vacation and to keep the house cool.
Most public and private utilities in the nation have been aboard the “averaging” plan
option for years. It remains a mystery why the DWP has not jumped on the bandwagon. Is
it due to an obstinate DWP bureaucracy resistant to change? General Managers not seeing
its wisdom and efficacy? Or is the large union that represents most DWP workers afraid of
being unwilling to agree to a fundamental shift in the billing system?
For those who wonder how the DWP will be able to actually give customers this option
since they botched the installation of the new billing system, there is an adage: “You get what
you pay for.” Considering that the computer and tech folks at the DWP earn much more in
salary than their counterparts at all the other city departments−people need to ask if the
discrepancy in salary for the same job classification needs to be remedied.
In a survey done by J.D. Power among residential customers in the West released in

October, 2014

L

ast month, the Herb Wesson led City Council approved the Citywide Hotel
Minimum Wage Ordinance without considering the impact on the hotel industry, the
Convention Center, and the City’s well deserved “business unfriendly” reputation
that has alienated employers and investors who create jobs.
As a result, on July 1, nonunion hotels with 300 or more rooms will be required to
increase its hourly wage rate for all employees, including “tipped” employees, to at least
$15.37, one of the highest rates in the country. On July 1, 2016, this mandated increase
will apply to all nonunion hotels with 150 or more rooms. This minimum wage will also
be subject to cost of living adjustments.
Unfortunately, the predisposed City Council did not engage in any real discussion or
analysis of the proposed increase, ignoring the reports of three consulting firms that were
only made available on Monday afternoon, hardly time for the Economic Development
Committee and the City Council to digest the impact of this huge wage increase. More
than likely, only a few of the Councilmembers even bothered to read the reports.
As the Editorial Board of The Los Angeles Times put it, “It’s been clear for months
that the proponents of the [hotel minimum] wage on the council have no desire to have a
real debate on the merits of raising pay just for hotel workers. Instead, they’ve ignored
unfavorable economic studies, tuned out valid industry concerns, and overridden their
own existing laws in an effort to enact what is in fact bad public policy.”
The one time increase associated with the implementation of the minimum wage
for hotel workers is estimated to be in the range of $50 to $100 million, a significant hit to
the bottom line of City’s hotel operators. This will result in the loss of many jobs as hotels
will be forced to reengineer their operations since it will be very difficult to pass along the
higher costs through increased rack rates or higher restaurant and bar prices.
				
*		
*		
*
The higher minimum wage will also have a negative impact on the Convention Center,
an outdated, poorly laid out, second tier facility that competes on price as DTLA, where the
action ain’t, is hardly a prime destination for the convention trade. If, and that is a big if, the
hotels are able to increase their rack rates, it may drive price sensitive events away for the
Convention Center to other more attractive venues. Furthermore, risk adverse real estate
developers, hotel operators, and their lenders will be reluctant to build new hotels, even if the
City offers increased giveaways and subsidies. This will result in a shortage of desperately
needed hotel rooms and the loss of thousands of well-paying construction jobs.
Despite Mayor Eric Garcetti’s claim that jobs are his top priority, the City is not
“open for business.”
To the contrary, when implementing the hotel minimum wage, the City did not even
consider a request by the business community to address the gross receipts business tax,
by far the highest in the region. The City recently approved, at the behest of organized
labor, an Exclusive Trash Franchise over the objections of the business community and the
advice of the City Administrative Officer. It has also engaged in numerous other actions
that have scared the hell out of employers, investors, and the business financing banks.
If the City is serious about creating jobs, Mayor Eric Garcetti, the Herb Wesson led
City Council, and the business community need to develop and implement a definitive
plan that provides a stable economic environment where employers are not subject to the
whims and demands of the City Council and its campaign funding cronies. At the same
time, the City needs to enter into a long term plan that eliminates the Structural Deficit,
fully funds its pension plans, and fixes our streets and sidewalks.
Until then, employers will vote with their feet and move to Texas and the City will
be doomed to high unemployment and slow growth and a lower quality of life for all of its
citizens other than those that occupy City Hall and their cronies.        - CityWatchLA
2013, SMUD ranked second among large utilities in customer satisfaction, with the
six areas being: power quality and reliability; price; billing and payment; corporate
citizenship; communications; customer service.
Where did the DWP rank? Dead last.
(Howard P. Cohen is a Political Analyst.)
- CityWatchLA
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Missing from

REDEFINE

California’s Economic
Comeback: Los Angeles

Strength

By Chris Reed

At Porter Ranch Quality Care, we
understand that illnesses and injuries
require prompt diagnoses and treatments.
As an urgent care office designed to treat
walk-in patients and work-related injuries,
we provide an alternative to the long wait
times and high costs you’ll find in the
hospital and emergency room.

J

erry Brown’s daily push to depict California as being in a sharp rebound from
the 2007-2009 economic meltdown ignores the fact that the recession never went
away in a majority of the state’s 58 counties, especially those in inland areas. The
journalists who are competent enough to point this out sometimes do so by short
handing California’s economic rebound as being concentrated on “the coast.”
But there’s a big shortcoming to this narrative. It’s called Los Angeles. America’s
second-largest city is struggling. Unemployment is estimated to be 8.7 percent, which
is worse than any state. As bad as it is, that figure is misleading because it counts
as employed tens of thousands of people with part-time jobs, and it doesn’t include
those who have stopped looking for work. Based on U.S. Bureau of Labor statistics
for California, it’s likely that fully one in five L.A. residents who want full-time work
can’t find such jobs.
From 1990 to 2013, even as L.A.’s population went from 3.49 million to 3.85
million, there was a 3 percent decline in total payroll jobs, according to a recent UCLA
Anderson report.
The bad news is that both the city’s short-term and long-term prospects are grim
as its core 20th-century industries struggle or vanish. Aviation and manufacturing,
both of which used to be huge within city limits, are all but gone. And the film/TV
industry has never done more of its shooting outside of L.A., leading to panicked state
lawmakers passing an emergency increase in Hollywood subsidies in recent weeks
after being begged to do so by city lawmakers.
This is not a narrative one hears that often. When California journos write about
failed cities, they focus on the ones that have declared or are darn near bankruptcy.
				
*		
*		
*
Meanwhile, the city whose population is far greater than the combined population
of those failed cities steadily goes down the drain. In January, a blue-ribbon panel of
prominent Angelenos acknowledged this in a hugely downbeat report called “A Time
for Truth.” Here’s the L.A. Times’ account:
Los Angeles is a city facing economic decline, weighed down by poverty, strangled
by traffic and suffering from a crisis of leadership, according to a report released
Wednesday by a 13-member panel of influential civic leaders.
The Los Angeles 2020 Commission offered a harsh assessment of government
decision-making, warning that the nation’s second-largest city is heading to
a future where it can no longer afford to provide public services. Among a litany of
problems highlighted in the report are underfunded retirement programs for City
Hall employees, slower police and fire response times, and government spending that
is growing faster than revenue…
The report … was commissioned last year by City Council President Herb
Wesson. It arrives as the city is struggling to regain its financial footing after a
turbulent five-year period of recurring budget crises, the elimination of 5,300 jobs
and battles to secure union concessions on pensions and retirement benefits. …
Among the challenges highlighted by the panel: a poverty rate higher than many
other American cities; city revenue that has remained flat since 2009; a shrinking
middle class; and “wishful” responses to a “continued economic decline.”
Bruce Bialosky, a Los Angeles writer and occasional GOP politician, despaired
at the breadth of his city’s decline:
8% of Los Angelenos earn poverty pay. If you include those out of work, they
state 40% of residents live in misery.
Los Angeles is the only one of seven major metropolitan areas in the country to
have a net decline in employment over the last decade.
Major industries are leaving; none are moving here. Twelve companies on the
Fortune 500 used to call Los Angeles home, and now just four do.
The school system graduates just 60% of its students from high school and only
32% are qualified for either the UC or Cal State University systems.
The pension system has set aside only 10% of the future needs of city workers.
Stunning stuff. The next time you hear someone tout the California rebound
narrative, please guffaw and ask how come it doesn’t extend to California’s biggest city.
As the star of “NCIS: Los Angeles” would say, don’t call it a comeback.
(Chris Reed is U-T San Diego editorial writer.)
-CityWatchLA
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State’s Growth,

C

Slow and Steady

alifornia’s economy will continue to show steady but unremarkable growth in
the months ahead, sustaining what has been a “painfully plodding” recovery
from the national recession.
UCLA senior economist Jerry Nickelsburg wrote in his forecast for the California in
the Anderson Forecast quarterly economic outlook that although job numbers are at an
all-time high, the state is still performing below its potential in employment and output.
“That we are entering the sixth year of expansion just illustrates how painfully
plodding this recovery process has been,” Nickelsburg wrote.
Personal income in the state is expected to grow by 4.4 percent and 4.6 percent
over the next two years, slightly better than the nation as a whole, while employment
will continue to grow and lower the state’s unemployment rate to 5.7 percent by 2016,
according to the forecast.
Housing prices will continue to rise, but the state is continuing to face a shortage
of new homes.
“However, construction permits have been increasing and our expectation is that this
will continue through the forecast horizon,” Nickelsburg wrote
“The U.S. forecast for new home starts is for them to increase by 5 percent in 2015 and
the same is expected for the Golden State. Due to the faster job growth than the U.S. the
2016 forecast for (California) is for 3 percent growth, slightly faster than for the nation.”
Nickelsburg noted that the state’s economy could be affected by new labor, health
care and environmental policies, but he also said his forecast may be underestimating
the state’s upcoming income and job growth.
“Though these risks exist, the fundamentals of California and the U.S. suggest
the most likely evolution of the California economy is one of more of the same – slow,
steady and unexpected growth,” he wrote.
October, 2014
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The Jihadists’
Eternal Plan

The Chatsworth Chiefs
Bring Back Gold at
AAU National Club
Championship

By Michelle Malkin

H

T

he Chatsworth Chiefs have been teaching local youth the benefits of hard work
and commitment through the medium of athletics for nearly 5 decades now.
Yet, somehow this season seems special. Perhaps it is because they are highly
competitive in spite the fact that they are the smallest team in their Conference. 160
athletes as compared to the  United Track Club of Agoura that topped off around
300 athletes. Maybe it is because of their level of success even though out of the 17
teams they compete against, they are the only one still practicing on a converted  440
yard dirt track of Chatsworth High School, while everyone else is running on an the
fast “All Weather” tracks.
Still it seems to be more than that. More than just the fact that half of their
athletes Qualified for Co-Conference Championships. More than just the fact that
they brought home more Gold from that event then any of the larger teams in their conference. More than just the fact that the 10
athletes they brought to the West Coast Junior Olympic came home with 8 medals including 1 gold and 3 silver and yes more than
just the fact that 9 Year old Sofia Abrego (Above) won the gold medal for her performance in the 1500m (5:18.48) at the 2014 AAU
National Track and Field Club Championships.
What makes this year special for the Chatsworth Chiefs is that even with the growing success of this tiny track club, the Chiefs
never sacrificed their mission of developing outstanding community members. Even in the highly specialized age of youth sport
the Chiefs stay focused on building dedicated, hardworking young people with an understanding of community and friendship.
Who understand that success is not achieved on the winner’s podium, but in the many hours spent preparing for that opportunity.
Chatsworth and the rest of the Chief’s Families can all be proud of this team its dedicated Coaches and outstanding young people.
Here is to another 50 years of building good citizen through sport. Go Chiefs!
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Orthopedic Care

Specializing in Hand and Arm Conditions
Do you have pain or stiffness in your hands or arms? Is it difficult to
move your fingers, hands, arms, elbows or shoulders? The experts at
Providence Holy Cross Medical Center are here to help.
Our team offers the best, new treatments for injuries or conditions that
affect the hands and arms.
Each patient is unique. That’s why we create a personal treatment
plan for each patient. Our team of doctors, surgeons, nurses and
therapists will work together – and with you – to improve your health.
We will diagnose the cause of your pain and recommend the most
effective treatment.
We work with patients of all ages. Many benefit from our nonsurgical
treatments, including physical therapy. If surgery is needed, you’ll
receive the care that’s right for you. Our team is highly skilled in
reconstructive hand surgery and minimally invasive surgeries for wrist,
elbow and shoulder conditions.
To learn more or to get a free physician referral, call
1-888-HEALING (432-5464) or visit providence.org/holycross.
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ere’s the first and last
rule of Islamic jihad:
If at first you don’t
succeed, plot, plot again.
9/11 wasn’t the first.
9/11 won’t be the last. It’s
not “fear-mongering” to
face reality. These headchopping, throat-slitting, bloodthirsty hijackers
— of planes, freedom and civilization — have
conspired for decades to inflict modern mass
murder on the West. Their homicidal mission is
spectacular destruction in the name of the Koran.
Never forget: Eternal Muslim hatred of
infidels didn’t start with George W. Bush. Or
George Herbert Walker Bush. Or Ronald Reagan.
Or the creation of Gitmo. Or the birth of Israel.
Or the Twin Towers. Or the Khobar Towers. Or
Lockerbie. Or the U.S.S. Cole. Or Fort Hood.
Or the Beirut Marine barracks bombings. Or
the bombings of the U.S. embassy in Africa, the
bombing of U.S. military headquarters in Riyadh
and the attack on the U.S. embassy in Benghazi.
Allah’s animals can’t stop. They won’t stop.
Sura 9:5, the verse of the sword, commands them
to “slay the idolators wherever you find them,
and take them, and besiege them, and prepare for
them each ambush.” No “pagan” throat is safe:
American soldiers, worldly journalists, innocent
schoolgirls, Jewish teenage boys and Christian
missionaries alike are all targets of Sura 47’s call
to “smite the necks” of the unbelievers.
Now our impuissant president sees fit, after
two laggard terms in office, to unveil a “plan” for
“degrading and ultimately destroying” the Muslim
terrorists of ISIS.
Pffft.

Find and follow us:

*		

*		

*

To call the Obama administration’s trifling
gestures a “bump in the road” to Islamic
domination would be an overstatement of
astronomic proportions. The bloodless words of
the White House are rhetorical pebbles.
While Barack Obama singles out ISIS jihad
gangsters for a $5 billion kabuki counterterrorism
campaign, he continues to subsidize Hamas
terrorists.
He has freed countless al-Qaida recidivists
from the very Gitmo detention facility he vowed to
shut down to appease international jihad enablers
of the Kumbaya/Coexist coalition.
While Obama has been hitting the golf courses
and Hollywood fundraisers over the past two
terms, the relentless jihadists have been training,
recruiting, practicing, testing and refining.
They’ve infiltrated our prisons, our military
and our universities.
They’ve penetrated our borders, abused
our toothless visa programs and exploited our
indiscriminate refugee system to import and
export the next generation of soldiers of Allah
around the world.
They’re experimenting with shoe bombs,
underwear bombs, ink bombs, dry ice bombs and
cargo bombs.
Their dry runs on airliners continue unabated
as our Federal Air Marshal Service shrinks from
insufficient funds and abandonment.
They command their own rogue freighter
and aviation fleets.
While Obama finally gets around to reading
his teleprompter vow to destroy ISIS, Osama bin
Laden’s heirs are diligently fulfilling their 20year plan. According to al-Qaida documents and
intelligence released nearly a decade ago, the
Islamic avengers are already in their fifth phase of
“declaration of the caliphate or the Islamic state.”
Next comes “total war” and “final victory” by
2020, helped along by demographic domination:
“The Islamic state’s capabilities will be great
beyond measure when Muslims would number
more than 1.5 billion.”
Jihadist hijackers and head-choppers don’t
quit. Appeasement and empty threats are no
deterrence. They will not stop trying to outdo
9/11 — unless, through our deadly adherence
to political correctness, apathy, amnesia, open
borders and sloth, we do ourselves in first.
- Jewish World Review
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What’s Next What does MyPlate really mean for you and your family?
IF Deasy is
I
Out?
Speculation
Abounds
By Bhavana Arora, MD

n 1992, the USDA created the Food Guide Pyramid. It was a simple illustration to
convey the elements of a healthy diet. The USDA updated the pyramid in 2005, however,
there was concern that it was too vague. So in June 2011 the USDA introduced a new
and simpler icon, MyPlate.
How does MyPlate translate to a healthy lifestyle to you and your family? Although it
illustrates the important building blocks of a healthy diet, you can take it one step further
by focusing on healthier choices to fill each MyPlate element.
•

By Vanessa Romo

T

he
possibility
that
LA
Unified
Superintendent John Deasy will no longer
be at the helm of the nation’s second
largest school district – whether by choice or by
force – is looming ever larger as the deadline for
his annual evaluation approaches, leaving some
district officials to speculate over how to replace
him.
The seven-member elected school board,
often split between Deasy supporters and Deasy
critics, could deem his performance over the
last year “unsatisfactory” at a his annual review
slated for this month, automatically preventing
his contract from rolling over into a new year.
Or, Deasy could choose to quit.
A number of sources say he has grown tired
of defending himself amid a growing controversy
over whether emails exchanged with vendors,
including Apple and Pearson, were appropriate
before the bidding process began in the $500
million dollar purchase of iPads for the district.
He says the issue is fabricated by those trying to
oust him, but has admitted he’s lost confidence
in his ability to continue working alongside the
fractured school board.
“The truth is there aren’t a lot of
superintendents out there who have run any
government agency of this size,” a district staffer
told LA School Report. “That leaves LAUSD
with a very short list of candidates with actual
experience.”
		

*		

*		
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Want a head start on making meals that fill MyPlate up right?
Visit facey.com/healthykids for an expanded version of this story that includes a week of easy & healthy recipes you can
cook with your family.

THE FINEST HOMES
IN THE FINEST LOCATION

*

In its 2006 search for a new leader, the school
board deliberated for about seven months before
landing on David Brewer, a retired Vice Admiral
of the United States Navy with no experience in
education. The recruitment process included a
citizens commission, a head-hunting firm, and a
second review committee.
Nonetheless, Brewer’s tenure was short,
marred by the rocky launch of a new payroll
system and disappointment in his lack of vision
and leadership for the district. Despite being
ousted by the board after just two years, the
district agreed to pay him over 500,000 dollars to
buyout the remainder of his contract.
Within a month, Ramon Cortines, who had
been brought in by Brewer to operate the district
day-to-day, was tapped by the board to serve as
the next chief in 2009. A former superintendent of
schools in New York and education deputy under
Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaragosia, Cortines
was credited with improving school performance,
but announced he would retire after just 18
months.
One of his last acts was to hire John Deasy
to be No. 2 at the district, and the board voted to
promote him to superintendent in 2011.
While speculation on recruiting a new
superintendent is becoming a pastime among
insiders, it could be premature, as events last year
demonstrated.
Almost exactly a year ago in advance of his
annual review, Deasy either threatened to quit
or was about to be fired, depending on who is
speaking. But by the end of a tense, closed-door
session, the superintendent and the board emerged
with a new signed contract through 2016.
And some are recommending caution.
“It is not a given that the board is going
to give [Deasy] a negative review,” said Steve
Zimmer, one of the school board members who is
credited with brokering the deal last year.
“I’m not ready to say where I will land,
I’m just willing to say it will be a comprehensive
evaluation. It will include all of Deasy’s strong
successes, and where improvement is absolutely
going to be needed.”
(This entry was posted by Vanessa Romo in
School Report News at LA School Report)		
					

•

Fill more than half of your plate with vegetables and fruits. The more color and
the more variety, the better. It makes the plate interesting for kids as well. Help
them pick out colorful fruits and vegetables when grocery shopping. Potatoes do
not count as healthy vegetables!
A quarter of the plate is grains but it should be whole grains. Eat whole grains, since these have a gentler effect on
blood sugar and insulin than refined grains. Whole grains include whole wheat, brown rice, steel cut oats, barley, and
the like, as well as foods made with them, such as whole wheat pasta. The less processed the whole grains, the better.
Pick a healthy source of protein to fill one quarter of your plate. The protein quadrant of the plate should be fish, chicken,
beans, and nuts. Less red meat and processed meat. Make sure you have plant-based sources of protein included.  Mix
nuts and beans in your salad.  Make lentil soup or beans for dinner. Hot dogs are not part of a healthy diet!
Dairy: 2 to 3 servings a day of dairy are needed to meet the RDA for Calcium.  There are not very many good food
sources for Vitamin D so 15 min of direct sun or supplements are the best sources. Calcium recommendations vary by
age. For children over 4 years of age and adolescents it is 1000 - 1300 mg.
Choose healthy fats. Although not mentioned in the MyPlate, use healthy oils like olive and canola in cooking and on
salads. Limit butter and avoid unhealthy trans fats.
Drink water, coffee or tea. Milk is not essential to your meals and neither are sugary drinks or drinks with sugar
substitutes. Put water, green tea, or a low sugar juice in school lunches.
Eat in moderation. Focus on the quality rather than the quantity.
Stay active. It is recommended that children and adolescents get 60 minutes of moderate to vigorous exercise every
day. Go out for a walk after dinner with your children. Have them participate in activities and sports.

- -CityWatch

Porter Ranch K-8 Community School with 924 API

The only new single-family
homes in Porter Ranch
From the mid-$800,000s
(818) 701-0621

Affordable new
luxury townhomes
From the mid-$400,000s
(818) 993-1856

Two new communities COMING SOON to Porter Ranch!

Single-family homes with
spacious home designs.

Single-family homes offering
new home designs.

BECOME A VIP. REGISTER ONLINE TODAY!

TollBrothers.com
Open Every Day 11-6. Brokers welcome. Homes available nationwide. Prices subject to change
without notice. Photos are images only and should not be relied upon to confirm applicable
features. This is not an offering where prohibited by law. CA BRE License No. 01206770.
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Design trends, tips,
recipes – find it all at

TollTV.com
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3 Biblical Tips for

Back to School Success
By
Pastor Dudley C. Rutherford - Shepherd of the Hills

A

n office supply company’s hilarious back-to-school commercial began airing in the mid1990’s and instantly became a classic.  I’m pretty sure it has aired every year since then.  An
ecstatic father dances through the aisles of a store to the tune of “It’s the Most Wonderful
Time of the Year,” while tossing school supplies into his cart.  His young son and daughter
follow him around the store with long faces—clearly not as thrilled as he is about the start of
a new school year.
When you think of the “back to school” season, which character in the commercial do
you more closely resemble—the overjoyed father or his melancholy children?  I would imagine
that for many students, the idea of going back to school brings about feelings of anxiety or
dread.  There is uncertainty about making new friends and figuring out where you fit in.  There
are new classrooms to find, and new teachers with new rules and curriculum.  There are tests,
pop quizzes, projects, group projects, heavy textbooks to lug across campus, and the list goes
on and on.
These things can be incredibly overwhelming, but there is hope!  As I was writing my
new book, Walls Fall Down: 7 Steps from the Battle of Jericho to Overcome Any Challenge, I
examined the unusual instructions God gave to the Israelites to defeat the heavily fortified city
of Jericho.  It was an impossible challenge for many reasons, but God’s people followed His
plan and were victorious at the end of seven days!  In the biblical account of this epic story, I
discovered seven spiritual strategies to help you obtain victory no matter what obstacle you’re
facing today.  If your impossible walls are the daunting challenges that come with education,
here are three ways you can ensure back to school success:
Focus on the greatness of God rather than size of your problem. The entire universe was
formed at God’s command (Hebrews 11:3).   One hundred billion galaxies, countless stars,
massive mountains, vast oceans, and incredible species of animal and plant life were all created
by an awesome God.  This same God—who loves you—is bigger than any problem you are
facing today.  Zephaniah 3:17 declares that, “He is mighty to save.”  Trust in the Lord’s infinite
strength, wisdom, and sovereignty, and in the words of 1 Peter 5:7, “Cast all your anxiety on
Him because He cares for you.”  The next time you are facing an overwhelming problem or
project at school, think to yourself, God is bigger.  Whenever we focus on the greatness of God,
the size of our problem immediately shrinks.
Surround yourself with other believers committed to the same goal. I’m sure you’ve heard
the old adage that there is strength in numbers.  That expression very likely came from the
Bible verse, “Two are better than one, because they have a good return for their labor: If either
of them falls down, one can help the other up” (Ecclesiastes 4:9-10).  This is true in school,
at work, and in all aspects of life.  Invaluable strength and encouragement come when you

I

magine a school where the student experience goes beyond
textbooks, homework, and lectures. A school where academics
and learning are just as valuable as family spirit; a school that
prepares students for a lifetime of success by incorporating a
challenging Catholic education with moral, spiritual and religious
development. All in an environment that supports caring and respect
for all. We’re not just a school; we’re a family.

seek out other believers who are like-minded and
committed to the same goals as you are.  We were
not meant to go through the struggles of life alone, but to
be in a community of believers who support one another.  Just
about every school and university campus has a Christian club.   Step
outside of your comfort zone and find other believers who can befriend you, pray
for you, and give you invaluable wisdom as you navigate campus life.
Be consistent—keep putting one foot in front of the other. God had delivered the
Israelites from 400 years of slavery in Egypt, but because of their sin and disobedience, they
had to wander the desert for 40 years.  When they finally stood in front of the enormous
walls of Jericho, they had actually arrived on the doorstep of the Promised Land.   But
God asked them to keep walking—for seven more days.  The Israelites could have rebelled
or refused to go any further, but instead they obeyed God and continued to walk.  That is
what consistency is all about—doing the right thing over and over and over again.  When
the days of homework, tests, projects, listening to your teachers or professors, and getting
along with others grow long and tedious, keep putting one foot in front of the other.  There
is great reward when you are consistent and persevere.   Know that every great athlete,
author, and world changer worked tirelessly behind the scenes when the effort wasn’t fun
or glamorous.  Commit to memory today this encouragement from Galatians 6:9, “Let us
not become weary in doing good, for at the proper time we will reap a harvest if we do not
give up” (Galatians 6:9).
Dear student, I pray that this school year would be different.   Instead of feeling
overwhelmed, may you know that God loves you and wants you to walk in victory.  I hope you
will take the principles above and apply them to your everyday life so that you will always be
in awe of the greatness of God, surround yourself with like-minded believers, and practice the
discipline of consistency, which builds up your character and gives you hope (Romans 5:4).
Dudley Rutherford is the author of Walls Fall Down and the senior pastor of the
10,000-member Shepherd Church in Porter Ranch (Los Angeles), California. You can
connect with Dudley online at www.WallsFallDownBook.com or on Twitter @pastordudley.

Federal $$$ Funding Antisemitism at UCLA
(Continued from page 1)
CNES that pertained to all countries of the
Middle East. Biographical information was
also prepared about every speaker and the
three CNES Directors.
Findings
- CNES Israel-related events had an
overwhelmingly anti-Israel bias: Of the 28
Israel-related events, 93% were anti-Israel;
- Most CNES Israel-related events
contained antisemitic content: Of the 28 events,
75% contained antisemitic content;
- CNES had disproportionate focus on
Israel: Of all the public events pertaining to
significant Middle East political conflicts,

Call today to schedule a

CAMPUS TOUR
Middle School
818.363.8127
19800 Devonshire St.
Chatsworth, CA 91311

High School
818.347.8300
7500 Chaminade Ave.
West Hills, CA 91304

A Catholic school in the Marianist tradition for grades 6 - 12.
Setting the standard for Catholic education.

- Each CNES director
had engaged in antiIsrael and antisemitic
activity: All three
CNES directors from
2010-2013
publicly
opposed the UC Israel
Abroad
Program,
despite
touting
the public abroad
program as part of the
center’s fulfillment of
the Title VI funding
requirement.
In
addition, each of the
directors
endorsed
boycotts of Israel, and
one is the founder of
the U.S. Campaign for
the Academic Boycott
of Israel.
   -   CNES supported
by Saudi government:
Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) requests revealed CNES
received a donation
of $10,000 - $20,000
from the Saudi government-owned Arabian American Oil
Company. The Saudi
website also includes
openly anti-Israel and
antisemitic discourse.

www.chaminade.org
October, 2014

61% focused on the Arab-Israeli conflict,
significantly more than any other conflict. In
addition, events were held about 14 Middle
East countries. Of those countries, 27% of the
events were about Israel, four times more than
any other country except Iran;
- CNES favors speakers who engaged
in antisemitic activity prior to speaking at
CNES: Of the 31 speakers at the CNES
Israel-related events, 84% have engaged in
antisemitic activity, including the demonization
and deligitimization of Israel, denying Jews the
right to self-determination, comparing Israelis
to Nazis and condoning terrorism;
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SATs are the Tail of Education:
They Never Could Wag This
Puppy and They Shouldn’t Try

Who Killed the
American Family?

By Sara Roos

By Phyllis Schlafly

s a young adult, which was by now many, many moons ago, I was drawn – goaded, really
– into what was for me a very intense war of words (repeatedly) on the subject of SAT
tests. My tormentor was a childhood friend of my father’s, so he had the superior position
of age and knowledge and wisdom on me, but not experience with the sense of falling shy of
expectation, as either parent, student or teacher.
Whoever said it was necessary to compare students between states? One answer might
be: those who will benefit from doing so. Is that students? No. Sitting multiple, time-consuming
exams testing what a student is presumed already to know does not facilitate a student’s primary
job – to learn. If they know the material already, the test won’t teach it to them and if they
don’t, it won’t either: the test benefits the student not at all. And in spending time gazing at the
navel, there is significantly less time remaining simply to grow it.
Post-secondary schools? No; its admissions officers have long regarded these tests
skeptically, as at best, only one of a broad range of indicators. Current teacher? No. Any present
and connected teacher will know a student’s deficits already; a standardized test is not of, by or
for the teacher.
Current school? Possibly – it does seem the only conceivable benefit of such tests could be
as a metric of teachers in their proficiency of laying out that which is dictated worthy of
standardization.
Parents? No. Like teachers, there is nothing about a standardized test that is relevant to
one intimately connected with the individual student, one’s child. Moreover there is no facility
for determining what is tested, so it is useless to a parent.

he British press just reported the result of a new study by academics from
Oxford and the University of London that children raised in stable marital
homes are better behaved than classmates brought up by unmarried parents.
Children raised by married parents show lower levels of anti-social attitudes and
hyperactivity.
Recent U.S. surveys show that the U.S. taxpayers’ money appropriated to “close
the gap” between higher-achieving and lower-achieving students has failed to achieve
this goal. Contrary to conventional wisdom, poverty is not the principal cause of the
gap, but whether or not children grow up in a family with their own mom and pop
compared to kids who lack that advantage.
Much has been written about the decline in the percentage of Americans who live in
a traditional nuclear family. The scholar Charles Murray has pointed out that the
shocking rate of illegitimate births (now 41 percent) is the most serious social and
fiscal problem America faces because it is the factor that drives everything else.
It has caused the dramatic rise in government spending. The nuclear family
doesn’t need government busybodies to tell them how to raise their children or
spend their money, but when mothers have no husband or father of their children to
provide for them, they turn to Big Brother Government.
Who is responsible for killing the American family? My new book published by
WorldNetDaily answers that fundamental question, and you may be surprised at the
answer.
Many groups had a motive for wanting to abolish the American nuclear family. The
feminists’ rallying cry from the start was “liberation,” and they meant liberation
from husband, family, and care for children because, they said, taking care of small
children is a demeaning occupation for an educated woman.
In the 1970s, it became popular to say that the “village” should raise the
child. The liberal establishment defines “village” to include all sorts of government
busybodies such as public school officials, hired consultants, psychologists, custody
evaluators, women’s studies courses and, especially, family court judges.
				
*		
*		
*
The rule that decisions should be made in the best interest of a child came to
us from English law and clearly meant that the biological parents of a child were
authorized to make decisions in the best interest of their own children. Nobody ever
made any convincing scientific argument against that policy.
But now “best interest” is decided by judges. In a court decision this year, a
federal appeals court even ruled that the best interest of children requires approval
of same-sex marriage.
The best interest rule is totally subjective. Whether the decision is big such as
where to go church or school, or small such as whether to play baseball or soccer,
there is no objective way to say which is best.
Judges call on so-called experts to advise them, but there is no scientific
evidence to back up the advice that the so-called experts are well paid to give. There
is nothing scientific about their advice; you would be better off listening to your
grandparents.
Political strategists advise candidates to stick to fiscal issues and not talk about
social issues, but taxpayers’ money is spent on 78 types of taxpayer handouts to deal
with social problems, including 12 food programs, 12 social services, 12 educational
assistance, 11 housing assistance, nine vocational training, three energy and utility
assistance, school lunch and even breakfast and three child-care programs. Nothing
but marriage can cut these costs.
We cannot accept what Abe Lincoln called “that eminent tribunal” to redefine
our centuries-old marriage law. My book “Who Killed the American Family?” gives
you all you need to expose the killers of the American family.

A

				

*		

*		

*

It remains as an exercise for the reader, then, to identify the remaining stakeholder/s.
These entities associate closely with they who proselytize most for the tests’ adoption.
Administering the same test to everyone may result in a true comparison of how that test
is answered by everyone, but there is no indication that the test is understood by everyone in
the same way or that everyone has the same capacity to understand it in the same way.
Because an educated elite earned more money and attended college in the past, does not
mean a different set of college attendees will earn similarly. But why earnings is an appropriate
outcome associated with Education has never from the outset, ever been justified anyway.
As a distant third argument, it is sometimes argued that there is a problem with the rigor
of some States’ standards, necessitating standardization. But there is nothing to prevent calling
those specific states to task for insufficient Rigor. In fact this would be a lovely example of, or
way to “mirror”, “accountability”. No need to reinvent the wheel when straightening a spoke
will do. If States’ education standards are wanting, encourage them to improve. Standardization
and its attendant testing, is superfluous to this issue.
But this effort is not, despite claims to the contrary, about the presence of sporadic
substandard Standards. The CCSS initiative is about promulgating a test with perfect internal
consistency – a test of itself. To that end, is also the goal of standardization across states – toward
the end of having the test test what it tests, accurately. This alone would improve the validity of
the test because there is little of external consequence that is sensibly standardized.
Awesomely circular, isn’t it?
(Sara Roos is a politically active resident of Mar Vista, a biostatistician, the parent of two
teenaged LAUSD students and a CityWatch contributor, who blogs at redqueeninla.com)
- CityWatch

Student Editorial

Police, Fire

Serving to protect
our Community

From the Right

T

Phyllis Schlafly is a lawyer, conservative political analyst and author of 20 books.
She can be contacted by e-mail at phyllis@eagleforum.org.
COPYRIGHT 2014 CREATORS.COM

10th Graders Improving

By Danielle Korzhenyak

W

e call them our superheroes. We call them our neighbors? Their identity
remains a secret, but what we do know, is that they are here to protect us.
These are the San Fernando Valley fierefighters and police officers who serve
our community by monitoring and protecting the local citizens and ensuring public
safety at all costs.
But, at what cost do they have to sacrifice for? We might admire these noble men
and women for their courageous hard work and dedication to the job. Not even a job,
but their life.Unfortunately, this life of theirs is undermined and underappreciated in
one specific aspect: their physical yearly salary.
As a result of tough, hard economic times and cut back on pay, local firefighters
and police officers of our local community have not received a decent raise in wages for
some time now. Now, instead of struggling and attempting to support their family and
themselves, along with maintaining a happy environment, they need to find ways where
they do not have to depend on those extra work shifts or two jobs solely to maintain food
for their children.
At the moment, the city is in the process of contract negotiations, although talks
have stalled. With countless phone calls and long hours of researching, contacting person
over person only to hear that everything is hush hush and unable to be spoken about
was a bit disappointing. Councilman Mitchell Englander said, “We have to be very,
very careful and fiscally prudent as we start slowly out of this recession.” Well, does this
carefulness lead to a halt in the process of fixing his problem or remain untouched?
As individuals living as one community, we should fight for opportunities to
overcome these obstacles in order to accomplish a beneficiary lifestyle for the heroes of
the community. Advocating for an increase in rights and benefits for those who protect
our city should adhere to be a mandatory duty which should be set in place.

October, 2014

L

os Angeles Unified School District 10th graders performed slightly better on
the California High School Exit Exam than the previous year’s class, with 79
percent passing the math portion and 78 percent passing the English section,
according to test results.
The 2013-14 scores were an improvement over the previous 10th grade class,
which had a 78 percent pass rate for the math portion and 77 percent for English,
according to the California Department of Education.
Across Los Angeles County, 84 percent of 10th graders passed the math portion
of the test - up from 83 percent last year - while 82 percent passed the English
section, the same as last year.
Statewide, 85 percent of 10th graders passed the math portion, up from 84
percent last year, while 83 percent passed English, equaling last year’s class.
According to the CDE, 95.5 percent of students in the class of 2014 across the
state passed the overall exam, matching the record high passage rate set last year.
“Dedicated educators have worked hard in difficult times to prepare students
for college and careers, but we must keep striving for even higher levels of
achievement so all students have the skills, knowledge and tools they need to be
successful,” State Superintendent of Public Instruction Tom Torlakson said.
All students in California must take the exit exam during their sophomore
year. They have two more opportunities to pass it in the 11th grade and up to five
chances as seniors.
The class of 2006 was the first graduating class in California that was required
to meet the exit exam requirement.
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LOCAL Events
Community Notice

“The horse trails in and around De Soto and Rinaldi
will be intermittently closed due to street repairs due to
construction of the public improvements involving and
related to the equestrian trail and site, (sidewalk, curb,
gutter, improvement of the trail, etc.) the equestrian
trail running east west on the Athletic Field at Sierra
Canyon, will be intermittently closed starting this week
for approximately 10 weeks, weather permitting.”

PRNC Meeting

Assemblyman Scott Wilk will be the guest speaker
at the next Porter Ranch Neighborhood Council Meeting
meeting on Wednesday, October 1, 6pm at the Porter
Ranch Community School, located at the corner of
Sesnon and Mason. He will bring a legislative update and
address issues facing our schools, oil drilling and the
Delta Water Proposals. Find out more: PRNC.org

COPY GIRL
Briana N. Haghighi

E MAIL: yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com

The Valley Voice is published every
last Tuesday of the Month.

Deadline for submission
is the 15th of the month.
October, 2014

Ballroom Dancing

Library during their Book Sale featuring thousands of
books ranging from classics, children’s books, cookbooks,
self-help books, sports, history, memoirs, popular fiction
and DVDs on Saturday October 11th from 10:00 am 2:00 pm. The library is located at 16244 Nordhoff St.
in North Hills. For more information please call Claire
Bellanti at (818) 895-3650.

Free Seminar On Breast Health

Join Supporters of Law Enforcement in Devonshire
(S.O.L.I.D.) at its 19th Annual All You Can Eat Pasta
Dinner fundraiser on Friday, October 17, 5:00 pm – 7:30
pm at St. Nicholas Greek Church, 9501 Balboa Blvd. in
Northridge. S.O.L.I.D.’s fundraising goal is to raise funds
to upgrade the Devonshire Area Police Station’s 40 year
old facility. Tickets for the dinner fundraiser are $9.00
per person; children 3 and younger eat free. Tickets can
be purchased at door.

St. Euphrasia will be hosting Ballroom Dancing
classes every Saturday now through Nov. 1, 7:00 pm to
8:00 pm. Becky Castells, from On the Beat Dance Academy
in Granada Hills, will be teaching the class. Registration is
open and it is first come first serve. St. Euphrasia is located at
11766 Shoshone Ave. in Granada Hills. For more
information or to register please call (818) 360-4611.

S.O.L.I.D. Fundraiser

West Hills Hospital & Medical Center is offering a
free seminar on breast health in the cafe of the hospital
on Thursday, October 2 from 7 to 9 p.m. The catered
event is open to the public. Presenters are to include
board certified medical specialists in oncology, diagnostic
interpretation, hematology, general surgery and radiation
oncology. A breast cancer survivor will tell her story and
representatives from local breast health organizations will
be on hand to share information about their services. West
Harvest Festival
Hills Hospital is located at 7300 Medical Drive. For more
Heritage Christian School will be having our annual
information, please call (818) 676-4321 or email WHHO. Harvest Festival on Friday, October 24, from 5:30 pm
Seminars@HCAHealthcare.com.
– 8:00 pm. There will be plenty of family-friendly fun
for those preschool through elementary age. Join us
The Museum of SF Valley
for
moon bouncers, carnival games with prizes, a talent
The Museum of San Fernando Valley, 18860 Nordoff
show,
a thrilling treasure hunt and a marvelous maze.
St and Northridge Sparkle Campaign have announced two
special events. The first is a reception for the Museum’s Plus, there will be food trucks to feed the whole family.
inaugural art exhibition with three separate exhibitions, A Child ID booth will be offering parents free emergency
refreshments, live music, a raffle and a silent auction on identification cards for their children. For those interested
Saturday, October 4, 6:00 pm to 10:00 pm. The second in learning more about Heritage there will be a perspective
is the unveiling of the partnership’s first public work family presentation at 7:00 pm. Heritage is located at
of art, a two-story mural by artist Tim Cornelius on 17531 Rinaldi St., in Granada Hills. For more information
Sunday, October 5, 2:00 pm to 4:00 pm. For details email visit www.Heritage-Schools.org or call (818) 368-7071.
publicartsfv@gmail.com or visitwww.facebook.com/
Strength United Walk
publicartinitiative.
Strength United is a Cal. State University Northridge
community dedicated to ending abuse, empowering
Chatsworth Pioneer Day
Chatsworth Historical Society would love you to travel families and developing leaders. Families, students and
back in time and take the Pioneer Challenge on Sunday, community members can gather on the CSUN campus
October 5, 11:00 am – 3:00 pm at Homestead Acre, 10385 and walk a mile through campus and the local city streets,
Shadow Oak Drive. Go back in time and churn butter, expressing solidarity with victims of violence. The walk
see spinning wheels in action, tour the museum, and party wil be on Saturday, October 25th, 10:30am to 1:00pm
like it’s 1911. Admission/Donation $5 Adults, Children at CSUN Campus – Nordhoff Lawn, 18111 Nordhoff St.
$1 – Free for kids under 5. All proceeds go to maintain For more information, donations and registration, log
and preserve the Homestead Acre and our Chatsworth onto walkamile.strenghtunited.org. For sponsorship and
History. Additional Parking and Shuttle service from the exhibitor call Ann Conkle at (818) 626-3086 ext. 311 or
Chatsworth Train Depot (north lot) every 15 minutes. For email ann.conkle@strengthunited.org.
more information, contact chatsworthhistory@gmail.com.
CalRTA
On
October
10
at
10
o’clock, the California Retired
One-On-One Help
Councilman Mitch Englander’s office is now taking Teachers Association (CalRTA) will be featuring two
reservations for community members to meet one-on-one with experts, LAUSD Police Chief Steve Zipperman and FBI
representatives of City Departments at the Community Service Supervisory Special Agent, William Murdoch. Chief
Center, 9207 Oakdale Ave., Second Floor, in Chatsworth. Zipperman will bring greetings from Superintendent
There are regularly scheduled time slots for community Deasy and Agent Murdock will discuss internet criminals
members to meet with the Planning, Police, Transportation at work, hacking and how to protect yourself. The meeting
(LADOT), Housing
& Community Development, is located at the Northridge Women’s Club, 18401 Lassen
Neighborhood Empowerment Departments and the Bureau Street. Please call Diane Kleinfeld at 818-360-5014 to
of Sanitation. This will offer community members a chance reserve a seat. If you wish to stay for the “Silver Spoons”
to get information and assistance in Chatsworth without buffet lunch, the charge is $15.00.
having to travel all the way to Downtown. Meetings are by
Arcade Warehouse
appointment only. The following Departments are currently 		 Arcade Warehouse holds a free arcade every
taking appointments: Department of Building and Safety,   Saturday. Doors are open to the public to encourage
Tuesday, October 7, 1:00 pm - 5:00 pm and Department of families to get reacquainted with classic games they
Transportation, Wednesday, October 8,  9:00 am - 1:00 pm. haven’t seen in years. All for free. No quarter, no cover
For more information call (818) 882-1212.
charge. Next Saturday Free Play days are Oct.13,20 & 27
at 21819 Plummer St. in Chatsworth.
Walk to School Day
The City of LA is coordinating Walk to School events
GHCHS College/CareerDFDFFDFDFDFDFD
Fair
all over the city on October 8. We are calling on organizers to
Granada Hills Charter High School will host its
lead events at individual schools, and we could use your help. annual College/Career Fair on Saturday, October 18th
This person can be a parent, nurse, school champion for from 11:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. There will be 125 + colleges
physical activity or traffic safety, student leadership member, from across the country including the all of the schools
PTA representative, etc. You can find more information on from the California State and California University
our website at www.WalkToSchoolDay-LA.org.
systems. CONNECT 2014 will feature a free lunch of
hot
dogs, attendance drawings, and the following: A
Community Choirs - Fall Follies
Community
Blood Drive in the GHCHS large gym, a
The City of Angel Community Choirs is a not-forprofit organization whose purpose is to heighten the Middle and High School Essay Contest at 11:30 a.m.
interest of the performing arts in our Community, offer in the health room (one middle school winner will win
extraordinary performances to our audiences and provide one $100.00 scholarship and four high school winners
unforgettable world class musical opportunities to the will each win one $100.00 scholarship) and a College
aspiring performer. Join them as they proudly present Fall and Career Workshops in the GHCHS small gym. The
Follies: A Night at the Oscars on Saturday, October 11, college/career booths will be located south of the large
6:00 pm at First Presbyterian Church of Granada Hills, gym. All are welcome to attend and admission is free. For
10400 Zelzah Ave. Wear your black tie, or formal attire more information go to www.ghchs.com.
and receive a complimentary raffle ticket. Tickets are
Woodland Hills Rock Chippers
$40 for advance purchase tickets and $50 at the door. For
Woodland Hills Rock Chippers 16th Annual Gem
more information and to order tickets, call (818) 437-5854 Show will be on Saturday, October 18, 10:00am- 5pm at
or go online at coacc.net.
First United Methodist Church, 22700 Sherman Way in
West
Hills. Free admission. For more information, email
Granada Hills Street Faire
Granada Hills is having their annual Street Faire show@rockchippers.org or visit www.rockchippers.org.
complete with great food, live music, arts and crafts, a
variety of kids activities including face painting and pony
rides, and opportunities for pet adoptions on Saturday,
October 11, 10:00 am – 5:00 pm. There will also be a
raffle drawings all day long and silent auction. For more
information please call (818) 368-3235 or visit www. Please submit very brief local events, space is limited, by
the 20th, for the following month. Send word document to
GranadaHillsStreetFaire.com.

Deadline for Non-Profits

Used Book Sale

yourvalleyvoice@hotmail.com. No faxes, phone calls or mail.

Join the Friends of the Mid-Valley Regional Branch
For Advertising Rates, Visit www.evalleyvoice.com

Rachel Reiter,
Local Events Coordinator
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Why Southern California Has
an ‘Atrophied’ Civic Culture

T

By Larry Kaplan

here was a special election for school board in August – voter turn-out was eight percent. That’s even
worse than the last big citywide election, the 2013 mayor’s race, when turnout was less than a quarter of
voters. A week after the school board election, the LA City Ethics Commission recommended lotterystyle cash prizes to those who vote to get more people to the polls – has it really come to that?
And, in the midst of what could be a 500-year drought, a lack of cohesion and a plethora of competing
jurisdictions have made it very difficult for Southern California to get a handle on its watershed management
challenges – a County-wide storm water proposal crashed and burned last year.
Fundraisers will tell you how tough it is to generate and sustain broad appeal to a diverse range of
donors across the region for charities other than the most mediagenic ones.
The other day, a friend asked me why Los Angeles – indeed all of Southern California – has such an
“atrophied” civic culture, referring to our underdeveloped politics, civic engagement and philanthropy.
What prompted that question?
The complaints from civic activists have been heard before – that notorious low voter turnout, a lack of
interest by much of the local media in politics and government, and the relative lack of philanthropic support
in such a large city with a sizeable wealthy population (a
recent Calnonprofits report shows that nonprofits in the
Bay Area have over three times the assets and revenues
per capita than we do).
So, why is this? The reasons go to the very character
of our community:
Blame it on Our Youth - LA is a relatively young
city, despite being founded in 1781. Up until the end
of the First World War, it was not much more than an
agricultural hub, a cow town. That changed in the 1920’s,
with the arrival of the movie studios, the exploitation of
oil, the development of the aircraft (later aerospace and
defense) industry, and then the growth of our ports.
		 *		
*		
*
So LA, the big city, is less than 100 years old. The
lack of an established and broad-based institutional
leadership is very much a result of its relative youth. With
few exceptions, such as various hospitals and cultural
venues, we have not had the roster of “usual suspects” to
form a robust philanthropic culture here.
We’re Too Spread Out - You know that expression
“the whole is greater than the sum of its parts?” Southern
California is the opposite of that – we are a collection of
distinct communities (“parts”) which don’t pull together
very well in a common vision or identity (“the whole”).
The civic, political, cultural, business and non-profit
communities of Southern California are a reflection of
the 20th Century environment that we occupy, built by
the automobile and reinforced by telecommunications –
dispersed, diffused, fragmented and diverse, perceiving
little in common.
This physical separation has made us a city of
neighborhoods, only occasionally bridged by common
interests, like a sports championship, or disasters, like an
earthquake. While there is much good to be said about
the distinctiveness of the unique communities in our
region, it makes it very difficult for us to do big things to
solve regional problems.
But a big challenge remains our fragmented system
of governance. NY’s Mayor de Blasio is the “king” of
eight million people; our Mayor Garcetti must share
power over a narrow scope of government functions with
15 strong city councilmembers, and together they have
jurisdiction over just 40% of the county’s population.
In the end, the nature of our physical environment is
the biggest challenge to an overarching civic culture. LA
is a network of “villages,” which allows many Southern
Californians to have their own distinct and livable
neighborhoods within one of the world’s most important
cities. And, frankly, many Angelenos prefer that.
“I Want to be Alone!”-Then there is the issue of
our DNA, the values and traditions that gave rise to LA
in the first place and continue to motivate many of us.
This is a city comprised of individuals who came here
to escape something else, to do better by realizing their
individuality and achieving their personal goals.
We might be talking about a person from an
impoverished village in northern Mexico or the
Philippines, or a conservative small town in the South,
or a stifling ethnic enclave in a big northeastern city – all
people who came here to do their own thing and get away
from oppression and stagnation. Community interests
often take a back seat to personal ambitions. It makes
LA one of the most dynamic, interesting, entrepreneurial
and creative places in America.                     
– CityWatch
October, 2014

Where All are
Welcome
Youth lead the services at Mission St.
Francis, a liberal Lutheran congregation where
all are welcome every Sunday at 10:00 a.m.
The church is located at 10347 Mason St. in
Chatsworth, across from Trader Joe's.
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#1 in California,
#1 in America,
21 Locations to
Serve You!

NO INTEREST * • NO DOWN PAYMENT • NO MINIMUM PURCHASE

2019

until
january

PLUS

20

On purchases with your Ashley Furniture HomeStore credit
card from 09/30/2014 to 10/13/2014. Equal monthly
payments required for 51 months.Ashley Furniture does not
require a down payment, however, sales tax and delivery
charges are due at time of purchase.
*See back page for details.

%

off

‡

your
purchase

NOW OPEN!

NOW OPEN!

NOW OPEN!

SAN MARCOS
1050 Los Vallecitos Blvd
San Marcos, CA
760-539-4663

SAN DIEGO
7770 Miramar Road
San Diego, CA
619-393-4663

CHULA VISTA
881 Showroom Pl
Chula Vista, CA
619-656-4663

All 3 Stores Under Our New Management...Take a Look at Us Now!

HOT SPECIALS • HOT SPECIALS • HOT SPECIALS
Lobink 50"
TV Stand
WAS $599.99

NOW

19999

$

Lobink 60"
TV Stand
WAS $749.99

NOW

a savings
of over

29999

$

66%

FINAL PRICE
LIMITED STOCK ON HAND,
WHEN THEY'RE GONE,
THEY'RE GONE!

a
savings of

60%

FINAL PRICE

LIMITED STOCK ON HAND,
WHEN THEY'RE GONE,
THEY'RE GONE!

#1 IN CALIFORNIA, #1 IN AMERICA,
21 LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU!
COMING
LATE 2014

NORTHRIDGE
Just East of the
Northridge Mall
9301 Tampa Ave, Ste 1401
Northridge, CA 91324
818-717-1740
www.AshleyFurnitureHomeStore.com

OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK:
Monday - Sunday 10am - 9pm

SANTA ANA
2800 N Main St., #2100
Santa Ana, CA 92705
BURBANK
East of the 5
Exit Burbank Blvd
401 N. 1st St
Burbank, CA 91502
818-840-5620
CHULA VISTA
881 Showroom Pl
Chula Vista, CA 91914
619-656-4663

COLTON
Next to our Factory
855 Ashley Way
Colton, CA 92324
909-433-5303
FOUNTAIN VALLEY
Just East of 405 Fwy
18060 Euclid St
Fountain Valley, CA 92708
714-549-3200
HAWTHORNE
East of 405,
Rosecrans Exit
14600 Ocean Gate Ave
Hawthorne, CA 90250
310-349-2083

LAGUNA HILLS
Just North of
the Laguna Hills Mall
24001 El Toro Rd
Laguna Hills, CA 92653
949-461-0829

MONTCLAIR
Located South
of Montclair Plaza
5055 S. Montclair Plaza Ln
Montclair, CA 91763
909-625-4420

LONG BEACH
West of the 605 in Long
Beach Towne Center
7410 Carson Blvd
Long Beach, CA 90808
562-766-2050

OXNARD
Located in the Market Place
at Oxnard Shopping Center
1721 E Ventura Blvd
Oxnard, CA 93036
805-981-0284
PALMDALE
Across from the AV Mall
39626 10th St West
Palmdale, CA 93551
661-225-9410

LOS ANGELES
South of the 10,
Exit Convention Center
1810 S Broadway
Los Angeles, CA 90015
213-745-2980

PALM DESERT
Desert Gateway Plaza
34740 Monterey Ave
Palm Desert, CA 92211
760-202-3052
SAN DIEGO
7770 Miramar Road
San Diego, CA 92126
619-393-4663
SAN MARCOS
1050 Los Vallecitos Blvd
San Marcos, CA 92069
760-539-4663

SANTA CLARITA

Center Point Market Place
Across from Sam’s Club
& Super Walmart

26520 Carl Boyer Dr
Santa Clarita, CA 91350
661-284-7200

YORBA LINDA
Just North of Fwy 91
22705 Savi Ranch Pkwy
Yorba Linda, CA 92887
714-363-9900

VICTORVILLE
North of Victor Valley Mall
12704 Amargosa Rd
Victorville, CA 92392
760-261-5386
WEST COVINA
Located in the
Eastland Shopping Center
2753 E Eastland Ctr Dr #2050
West Covina, CA 91791
626-938-1480

“Se Habla Español”

*Offer applies only to single-receipt qualifying purchases. No interest will be charged on promo purchase and equal monthly payments are required equal to 1.961% of initial promo purchase amount until promo is paid in full. The
equal monthly payment will be rounded to the next highest whole dollar and may be higher than the minimum payment that would be required if the purchase was a non-promotional purchase. Regular account terms apply to nonpromotional purchases. For new accounts: Purchase APR is 29.99%; Minimum Interest Charge is $2. Existing cardholders should see their credit card agreement for their applicable terms. Subject to credit approval.
‡Previous purchases excluded. Cannot be combined with any other promotion or discount. Discount offers exclude Tempur-Pedic®, Stearns & Foster®, Sealy Optimum™ and Sealy Posturepedic Hybrid™ mattress sets, floor models, clearance items, sales tax, furniture protection plans, warranty, delivery fee, Manager’s
Special pricing, Advertised Special pricing, and 14 Piece Packages and cannot be combined with financing specials. SEE STORE FOR DETAILS. Stoneledge Furniture LLC. and Rockledge LLC., many times have multiple offers, promotions, discounts and financing specials occurring at the same time; these are allowed
to only be used either/or and not both or combined with each other. Although every precaution is taken, errors in price and/or specification may occur in print. We reserve the right to correct any such errors. Picture may not represent item exactly as shown, advertised items may not be on display at all locations. Some
restrictions may apply. Available only at participating locations. Ashley Furniture HomeStores are independently owned and operated. ©2014 Ashley Furniture HomeStores, Ltd. Promotional Start Date: September 30, 2014. Expires: October 13, 2014.
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